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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

BY SUI-LINN WHITE

BACKGROUND + EXPERIENCE
Ben grew up in Maitland and attended All Saints College. He studied

SAVE THE DATE

Science at the University of Newcastle before moving to Japan,
where he worked as a teacher for two years and met his now wife
Stacey. They lived in Edmonton in Canada for a short time, then in
Sydney for 6 years before returning to Maitland to raise a family.

FRIDAY 1 DECEMBER 2017
MRAGM Christmas Party

Ben is now a Special Needs teacher in Maitland, was elected to
Maitland City Council in 2012 and re-elected in 2017.

IN HIS OWN WORDS

SUNDAY 3 DECEMBER 2017
Special Art Sunday
Children’s Christmas Party

After years of enjoying Maitland Regional Art Gallery with my
daughters, I am excited to have the opportunity to be involved with
the Members Committee. I recognise the work the gallery does,
especially in engaging with diverse community groups including
those with disabilities. These have included the students I work
with. The role of MRAG as a community hub is extremely

Sally Denmead, Alasdair Smart, Holly Fisher-Bidwell, Brigette Uren, Andrea Pugh, Olivia Sophia, Sui-Linn White, Leeroy Chapman. Absent: Clr Ben Whiting

important, especially in these times of predicted growth for
the city of Maitland.

It’s summer time, and the gallery’s program of exhibitions and

Andrea Pugh and the Gallery staff are acknowledged in making

events is as dynamic and inspiring as ever! I am proud to be a

these events a success

member of MRAG. It gives me great satisfaction to be supporting
the arts and have a sense of belonging to a community that values
what culture and creativity bring to the Maitland region. Many of

Spend $150 or
more & receive a

$20 Gift Voucher

COMMITTEE
PATRON: Jenny Aitchison MP

SECRETARY: Olivia Sophia
TREASURER: Alasdair Smart
EVENTS COORDINATOR: Andrea Pugh
GENERAL COMMITTEE MEMBER:

Holly Fisher-Bidwell

the annual membership fee (starting at $20) represents good
value. Despite this, our membership numbers need work. We need
to build our Membership to keep up with the growing demand
for the things we support such as Free Art Sunday and the Fun

Spend $300 or

benefits and recruit a new member, give a gift membership or

more & receive a

force, the more capacity we have to raise funds for programs and

$50 Gift Voucher

events that reflect our vibrant and diverse community and make

in the Gallery Shop

MAGAZINE SECRETARY: Sally Denmead

we conducted last year. We also know that members feel that

or

CHAIRPERSON: Sui-Linn White
VICE CHAIRPERSON: Leeroy Chapman

you feel the same way, according to feedback provided in a survey

Park during Free Art January. Please spread the word about the
purchase a $10 tote this summer! The greater our membership

art more accessible for all.

It is a formidable task to fill the shoes of Dr Jan Noble AM as the
Chair of the MRAG Members Committee. I sincerely thank Jan for
her exemplary dedication, leadership and good governance; Sue
Groom for her stewardship and patience as Secretary; Catherine
Kingsmill for her long service to the Committee and in particular
her work in raising ARTEL to so much more than a newsletter;
and Cr Loretta Baker for her advocacy over the years as Council
Representative. We wholeheartedly welcome Leeroy Chapman,
Olivia Sophia, Sally Denmead and Ben Whiting to the Committee,
bringing expertise from the fields of art practice, curatorship,
publishing and education and each with a fresh perspective on
ways we can engage, attract and retain members.
On behalf of the Committee I wish ARTEL readers from near and
far a happy and safe holiday season. See you at the Fun Park with

Spring has been a bumper season for Member events, with two

your new recruits!

bus trips (see page 5 for a full report) and a recruitment drive at
the Olive Tree Markets. The efforts of Events Coordinator

Terms and Conditions:
Offer valid from 1st December to 24th December. Vouchers valid until 31st March 2018. Not to be
used in conjunction with MRAGM discount or any other offer. One voucher issued/redeemed per
transaction. Voucher cannot be redeemed in conjunction with MRAGM discount or any other offer.
Offer applicable to Gallery Shop items only. Education, event and artwork sales not included.

MYOB and XERO specialists

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE: Cr Ben Whiting
MRAG REPRESENTATIVE: Brigette Uren
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Cover: Lucas Grogan at work in his studio. Credit: Clare Hodgins
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FROM THE CULTURAL DIRECTOR

BY BRIGETTE UREN

MRAGM COACH TRIPS

BY ANDREA PUGH

(left) Peter Lundberg (USA), Walking Woman. SXS, Bondi 2017 (middle) Harrie Fasher (NSW) The Last Charge SXS Bondi, 2017
(right) Smelling the roses with Head Gardener, Mark McKenzie at the home of Max and Nola Tegel, 21 October 2017

(left) Bernice Unicomb presents a donation on behalf of Walka Grange Lifestyle Village to the Art & Dementia program, 20 October 2017
(right) Soldiers Home performance by dance students from Maitland High School, Passchendaele & other worlds opening, 28 October 2017

As an exclusive offering to MRAG members, a coach tour was held

MRAGM extends a big thank you to the team at SXS for such

on Saturday, 21 October to the private home, gallery and garden

welcoming hospitality. A special thanks to David Handley, AM,

of Max and Nola Tegel in Cobbitty NSW. True philanthropists and

Founding Director and Suzie Clark, Production Coordinator. SXS

As we move deeper into the 21st century art and design will have

Banney, a concert magician who had the crowd singing a Libyan

generous donors to the Gallery, the Tegels graciously opened

attracts over 500,000 visitors and we were delighted to be

as great an influence on economics as science and innovation

folk song in harmony within about 3 minutes of taking the stage.

their home for an incredibly rare and intimate experience. Guests

among them.

did in the 20th. MRAG’s summer exhibitions show the growing

Thanks to event sponsors Walka Grange Lifestyle Village; artists

delighted in tours of art collections, which were an understated

commitment the Gallery makes to STEAM (Science, Technology,

Linda Greedy and Tallulah Cunningham; February Design; Two Fat

nod to some of Australia’s greatest artists and included paintings,

Engineering, Arts and Mathematics), which has become integral to

Blokes; O’Neills Tyres; The Good Guys East Maitland; and one of the

drawings, ceramics and sculpture, contemporary and historic in value.

and SXS excursions – your support is greatly appreciated. We very

learning this century – from the robotic sideshow alley of Archer’s

most understated anonymous philanthropists I have known, amongst

Arcadia, to the design process explored in our Storybook exhibition;

many other supporters. It was a fabulous night complemented by

The property is an oasis of beautiful trees, expansive market

also join on our next adventure!

to the composites of Hurley and Wilkins in Passchendaele and the

flowing Tyrrell’s Wines and The Pourhouse craft beer.

gardens and rolling lawns. Members literally ‘smelled the roses’

We’ve also raised close to $20,000 for The Giving Tree garden

Mark McKenzie. MRAGM extends its sincerest gratitude to Max and

See-make-do is at the heart of our STEAM learning programs this

project and I urge you to buy several of the little bugs, bees and

Nola Tegel for the warmest of hospitality – an honour, and a truly

summer. With Free Art January, again wonderfully supported by

beetles (from $5 tax deductible) to complete the giant puzzle

special experience to be remembered.

Cleverpatch and your membership (thank you!), the Gallery offers

by the end of the year – such a gorgeous way to fill a Christmas

all ages a myriad of low and high-tech opportunities across 25

stocking (as is a Gallery Membership of course!). Thank you

days and 34 projects. But if quiet is more your thing, Bruce Roxburgh’s

for helping me and the Gallery’s family of staff, volunteers and

drawings in Taking a closer look will provide immediate solace.

supporters to make giving truly contagious this year – because of

visionaries in Gary Grealy’s stunning portraits.

Being a part of MRAG has never been so exciting and I’ve countless
reasons why, of note the recently appointed Members Committee

you we can make a valuable contribution to the growth of the city
and our community and be part of its innovative future.

whom I warmly welcome to the MRAG family, conveying my
gratitude in equal measure to outgoing members Jan Noble,
Sue Groom, Catherine Kingsmill and Cr Loretta Baker.
Another reason is community spirit. MRAG recently hosted the
5th Art & Dementia Fundraiser with The Rotary Club of Maitland
Sunrise, which garnered c. $20,000 in sponsorship in-kind toward
the event and profited $21,350 in cash. I am so grateful to so
many for their generosity. Thanks to students from Nillo Infants
School and Maitland High School; the University of Newcastle’s
Conservatorium of Music String Quartet; Paterson drumming
group Big Bam Boom; Quintus (Newcastle’s newest boy band!);
and percussionist Adam Manning. They formed the musical score,

while taking in the impressive grounds, guided by Head Gardener,

On Saturday, 4 November committed art lovers then braved wet
and windy conditions to take in more than 100 sculptures from
artists all over the world as part of the 21st Annual Sculpture by
the Sea (SXS) exhibition at Bondi. Dark skies provided a dramatic
backdrop, giving even greater intensity to the artworks scattered
along the Bondi to Tamarama Beach coastal walk.
Guests were treated to a private guided tour, hosted by artist,
Elyssa Sykes-Smith who also exhibited this year with her sitespecific installation, Stagnation. Listening to Elyssa provided vast
insight into various artworks positioned at Marks Park, including
the colossal Walking Woman by Peter Lundberg from the United
States – sheer scale of the work was breathtaking! It was also
a great pleasure to hear from artist, Harrie Fasher on her most
industrious and impressive work, The Last Charge – a centenary
memorial of the Attack of Beersheba, the scene of an historic
charge by the 4th Light Horse Brigade on 31, October 1917.

An enormous thank you to all our guests who attended the Tegel
much look forward to seeing you again, and hope other members

“Last Saturday’s trip to Sculpture by the Sea was our 4th on the MRAG
members’ coach. The weather on this trip was rough, but this meant
fewer visitors so we had more time and space to view the exhibits.
We thoroughly enjoyed our leisurely wild and wet walk to Tamarama
and back to the bus (we both love bad weather). As usual the calibre
and quality of the exhibition made it well worth the trip. Thank you to
organisers and volunteers for this opportunity.
What a treat was the MRAG members’ coach trip to Max and Nola
Tegel’s home and gallery on Oct 21st. This rare opportunity to see an
extensive private collection in all of its splendour was a true privilege.
The generosity shown by the Tegels in providing a guided introduction
through their home, studio and gallery, and then allowing us the full
‘freedom of the house’ to wander and browse was very special. The
Head Gardener’s guided tour of the grounds and gardens, and lunch
under the trees, just made the day perfect.”
- Bruce & Marian Roxburgh
“The bus trip to the Tegel’s home at Cobbitty was delightful – I really
don’t have enough words to express how much I enjoyed the day.
Our hosts were charming and so totally generous in opening up their
home, gardens, gallery and studio so that we could revel in beauty for
several hours.
My thanks go to all involved in the process of organising the day. By
the way – I would say all this even if I hadn’t won the very generous
raffle – my first win ever!”
- Josephine Thelander

supported by 1233 ABC Newcastle’s David Bevan and David

ARTEL
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SUMMER EXHIBITIONS

BY KIM BLUNT

(left) Gary Grealy, John Turier and Nicola Hensel (detail), 2017, digital print. (right) Gary Grealy, Nell (detail), 2016, 77x57.5cm

CREATIVE EXCHANGE

(left) David Archer, Bubbles, coin activated machine, 140 x 130 x 60cm.
(right) David Archer, Guitar Shaped World (detail), hand cranked automata, 45 x 112 x 30cm.

What happened to 2017? It’s been such a busy year at MRAG and

A frequent finalist in the National Photographic Portrait Prize

as we hurtle towards 2018 I certainly look forward to a summer

since its inception in 2007, he won the coveted award this year. His

of longer daylight hours and warmer weather. Three exciting new

winning entry, a portrait of visual artist Alison Mackay and her TV

exhibitions will be installed before the year is out.

personality partner Richard Morecroft, is included in the exhibition.

The first of these – Gary Grealy’s ART- maker, patron, lover – will

In the Art Factory this summer, we bring a taste of the fairground

see the downstairs gallery space (as you walk in the front door)

arcade of bygone times to MRAG. Archer’s Arcadia is a fun and

transform into a sea of stunning photographs. A personal project

interactive exhibition in which David Archer presents us with a

Grealy began after the untimely death of Brett Whiteley in 1992,

whimsical collection of animated sculptures, the results of his

this portrait series captures some of the most unique characters

foray into the world of automata. Archer is influenced by carnival

of Australia’s art world – a world inhabited by a talented, strong,

and seaside scenes of the Victorian and Edwardian eras, and

generous and at times eccentric collection of art patrons, gallery

in these glitzy fabrications he combines art and mechanics to

directors, art lovers and artists – portraying them in a carefully

animate the inanimate.

a range of creative activities inspired by the exhibitions Archer’s

The final of our new exhibitions, I’m going to Lionel’s Place - The

the exquisite Taking a closer look by Bruce Roxburgh. Activities

The exhibition features photos of the doyens of public and private

Storybook Exhibition, recounts the making of MRAG’s very first

will include ‘Cardboard Automata’ for older children, connecting

galleries, such as Edmund Capon, Frank Watters and Geoffrey

published storybook. The exhibition will feature the creative

art and science in challenging ways to make learning fun, and

Legge; art patrons and collectors Gene Sherman and John Kaldor;

and technical processes involved in making this beautiful book,

‘Make Your Own Storybook’. For the little ones, there’ll be the old

renowned artists Rodney Pople, Jenny Sages, Del Kathryn Barton

including storyline development, photography, design and printing

favourite sand and water sensory play as well as loads of other

and Tim Storrier; and several major Australian artists who have

processes. It will also take you on an enchanted journey through

creative play activities with our fabulous art tutors.

now passed away, including Robert Klippel, James Gleeson, Martin

the pages of the storybook itself, illustrated by Lionel Lindsay’s

Sharp and Adam Cullen. Hunter-based artists and contributors to

etchings and wood engravings.

In the last week of the school holidays we also have two Rover

There’s lots more happening in the gallery this summer, so when

not just for children. Drop in and Draw for adults and teens will be

it’s too hot outside come in and enjoy all that the fabulous MRAG

on each Saturday from 1 – 3pm. If you haven’t been before come

has to offer.

along and try it out – it’s a relaxed drawing session in the gallery

constructed and realised universe with film noir overtones.

the wider art community also feature, including Trevor Weekes,
John Turier, Nicola Hensel, Nell and Peter Tilley and our very own
Cultural Director Emeritus Joseph Eisenberg.

BY ANNE MCLAUGHLIN & MICHELLE MAARTENSZ

Roll up, roll up, Ladies and Gentlemen, boys and girls! It’s show
time in the Art Factory this summer as David Archer presents
his intriguing artworks, sensational sideshows and amazing
spectacles with a good dose of humour that will brighten anyone’s
day. We’re delighted to have Archer’s Arcadia on display until

wine or a cold craft beer from the Pourhouse. Please see the Free

4 February 2018. Don’t miss this fun interactive exhibition.

making accessible programs for the people of Maitland and the

Planning is well under way for a great 2018 Free Art January
program of summer holiday fun for young and old. There will
be self-directed activities available throughout the gallery for
the entire holiday period, with Fun Park running from January
9th–19th (Tuesday to Friday 10am–12pm). Fun Park will feature
Arcadia, I’m Going to Lionel’s Place - The Storybook Exhibition and

Robotics workshops for 10 to 14 year olds. But Free Art January is

Grealy has followed his passion for recording important

with a local artist, and you can stay for as little or long as you like.

contributors to Australia’s cultural heritage over many years.

If you need a bit more inspiration Sip and Sketch might be for you.

Art January calendar or our website for more details.
An exciting new preschool program will be starting in the gallery
in 2018 – Maitland Art Playgroup! MRAG is passionate about
broader community, and much thought has gone into how to best
serve preschool-aged families in an affordable, fun and engaging
way. The MRAG creative learning team has been working with
Playgroup NSW to establish this new art playgroup, which will
meet each Thursday at 10am to connect, learn through play and,
most importantly, have fun. Please contact us if you’re interested
in being part of it.
2018 is looking to be a year full of great art exhibitions and
fabulous activities and we look forward to seeing you here at
the gallery.

HOLIDAY CLOSURE
CHRISTMAS DAY

NEW YEAR’S DAY

25 December 2017

1 January 2018

BOXING DAY

AUSTRALIA DAY

26 December 2017

26 January 2018

+ MRAG CLOSED EVERY MONDAY As usual

Sketch in the gallery while listening to music and sipping Tyrrell’s

ARTEL
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FROM THE COLLECTION

MEET OUR MEMBER ARTIST
Lucas Grogan

BY CHERYL FARRELL

BY CATHERINE KINGSMILL

Visible storage at Museums Discovery Centre, Castle Hill

The MRAG Collection is a vibrant and strong collection reflecting

The MDC is a collaboration between the Museum of Applied Arts

vision, diversity and depth, with a specific focus on the medium of

and Sciences, the Australian Museum and Sydney Living Museums.

paper. Earlier this year it surpassed a milestone, with the number

It displays 1000s of items from their collections, including art,

of artworks exceeding 5000 and a total insurance value of more

fashion, design, technology, stuffed animals, specimens, large

At just 33 years of age, Lucas Grogan is one of Australia’s hardest

textile design, tapestry, crewel and quilting and to date Lucas has

than $8 million, making it a significant cultural asset for the

machinery, train carriages, engines, boats and cars, everyday

working, hotly collected and successful contemporary artists.

created three full size quilts, which each took a year to complete.

city of Maitland.

items from domestic life and much more.

He is also Maitland born and raised. Though he’s worked for long

Collaborations and side projects include fabric design, rugs, plates,

periods in Sydney and Melbourne, and spent years travelling and

t-shirts, scarves, umbrellas and album covers, most notably that
for Chet Faker.

Lucas Grogan hard at work in his studio, 20 September 2017

We are committed to sharing and promoting this wonderful

The centre is open to the public Monday to Friday and visitors are

studying in Europe, he remains close to his family in Maitland,

collection and it’s our aim to create the most accessible public

able to walk through the main buildings as a self-directed visit,

often staying with his father Michael to keep in touch with his

collection in the state – through our exhibitions, catalogues,

but can also book a tour into the ‘Deep Collection’ storage areas

many siblings and even enlisting the help of uncle John with

collection room tours, mobile Apps, touring exhibitions and

to see 1000s more items and view museum staff at work. MDC’s

deliveries of major works to Sydney.

hugely popular public and private mural commissions can be

online access. Eventually we hope to develop even more access

main aim is to present the collections in actual storage situations,

Martin Brown and Hugo Michel in Australia, and Yavuz Gallery

Lucas has now held sell-out solo shows internationally and his
found across four continents. He is currently represented by

by creating an ‘open collection’ or ‘visible collection’ store. This

enabling visitors to see more of the museums’ collections and

Lucas has an impressive body of work and level of success that

means a facility where the doors are always open to visitors to

experience museum collecting, conservation and research practices.

can be largely attributed to a phenomenal talent across a broad

internationally. His work is held in many private collections and

range of media, coupled with colossal diligence. Disillusioned with

by NGA, NAG, Wesfarmers, Deutsche Bank and the Art Gallery of

On the day of our visit the Discovery Centre Manager, Virginia

the pace of his fine arts degree and starved for professional art

Ballarat. MRAG has also recently purchased a significant work in

scenes’ workings of a collecting institution.

Mitchell and Scott Winston, Registrar, Strategic Collections spent

practice, Lucas sought work in public and private galleries and

his 2017 entry in the Kilgour Prize, The Wrestlers.

three hours with us showing us through the collection stores.

auction houses while still a student. He made a cogent decision to

MRAG is not alone, with a number of galleries and museums

They generously shared their extensive knowledge and experience

self-educate before taking up full time practice in 2012.

Returning to text-based work, his recent ‘Library’ series sold out

around the world developing visible storage facilities – onsite,

gained from working on this major project, helping us to develop a

sized panels depict bookshelves brimming with thousands of titles

wander and discover more of the MRAG Collection, while also
observing collection staff at work and experiencing the ‘behind the

on the opening night at Sydney Contemporary. A series of wall-

in the midst of the more curated and constructed exhibitions –

strategy for MRAG. Storage and display solutions, signage, digital

Originally working in text-based photography and high contrast

allowing visitors to see collections which would previously have

labels, visitor ‘way finding’, tour group guidelines, security and

black and white figurative drawing, Lucas has become renowned

responding (in his pithy style) to personal experience, politics and

been in storage and inaccessible to the public. Major international

curatorial rationales are all considerations even for our much

for his intricately patterned murals, painstakingly stitched quilts

the art world. Lucas has plans to create albums of “Groganisms”

museums with innovative visible storage displays include the Luce

smaller scale project.

and, more recently, serpentine drawings of weatherscapes

in the near future as well as a series of self-portraits in all of his

embedded with weaving grids. Since his time in Melbourne, his

monstrous forms. Since Sydney Contemporary, Lucas has held

Virginia and Scott have kindly accepted our invitation to visit MRAG

work has become readily recognised due to its palate of blue, blue

a solo show in Perth, a group show in Paris and is currently in a

Antwerp, Belgium.

soon and offer their insight and suggestions to help us create

and blue. I keep scouring paint charts for a “Grogan Blue”. I’m sure

group show in Victoria entitled Romancing the skull. He is planning

an effective brief for the next stage. The staff at MRAG will then

I’ll find it one day!

a holiday soon.

Recently, Brigette Uren and I visited one of Australia’s best

evaluate the types of access we can make possible in our existing

examples of museum visible storage – the Museums Discovery

spaces and how to display, protect, and most importantly enrich

Producing work embellished to such a degree requires an

Centre (MDC) at Castle Hill in Sydney, which has succeeded in

your collection of artworks.

extraordinary work ethic. Wherever he is working, Lucas starts

Foundation Center for American Art, Washington DC; Victoria &
Albert Museum, London and Museum Aan de Stroom,

creating visually stimulating and informative visible storage.

at 4.30am, arriving at his studio or location by 6.00am to work
at least twelve hours each day. His skill-set includes printing,

ARTEL
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The Gallery Shop

All year we have been working towards making gifting this
Christmas easy and meaningful. If you’re an avid Artel reader
you would know that typically we use this space to introduce
you to one of the incredible makers stocked in the Gallery Shop.
Well, here’s the perfect opportunity to support them, and our
fabulous Gallery by choosing to shop with us!

Art-Inspired
Gift Guide

1.

SOCIAL GALLERY

7.

2.
6.

Grow Up - A music and arts festival,
16 September 2017. Photograph by Matthew
Waddington Photography.

Passchendaele & other worlds, 28 October 2017
top - bottom, L - R: Frank + Jan Merrick, Clare Hodgins, Kim Blunt, Bliss Cavanagh,
Bruce Roxburgh, Councillor Loretta Baker, Joe Eisenberg, Janis Wilton, Peter
Bogan, Ruth Trappel, Thelma Bogan, Lisa van der Dolden & Alison McDonald

Passchendaele curators - Joe Eisenberg, Janis Wilton and Kim Blunt,
28 October 2017

5.
11.
3.

10.

8.

4.
12.

This summer,
we’re getting in
just before Santa
arrives with our
art-inspired
gift guide.*

9.

13.
19.
18.

17.

24.

Nola Tegel welcomes MRAGM to her home and garden, MRAGM Tegel Coach trip, 21 October 2017

MRAGM Tegel Coach trip, 21 October 2017

Max Tegel and his grandson, James, 21 October 2017

14.
20.

23.

21.

15.

22.

16.

For creative Kids

For tricky Teens

For the Culinary Creative Maitland Made

1. Tractor by Nic ($55.50)
2. Tower in a Box by Gluckskafer ($80)
3. Mini Fidget Toy by
Bliss Cavanagh ($12)
4. Beeswax crayons by
Stockmar ($18.60)
5. Nuts and Bolts by Walter ($27.50)
6. Mix it up by Herve Tullet ($22.99)

7. Once Upon a Colourful Canvas
by Kindah Khalidy ($32.50)
8. Little Person by Yen Yen Lo ($55)
9. Lyra Rembrandt Polycolour
Pencils 12 pack ($22.50)
10. Small Purse by Frejj ($65)
11. Bicycle Bell by Beep ($27.50)
12. Five Bead necklace by
Bon Bon Empire ($27.50)

13. Pepper Mill by Lindsay Dunn ($128.50)
14. Pourer by Katherine Mahoney ($25)
15. Medium Spreader by
Artisan Utensils ($22)
16. Ostro by Julia Busuttil Nishmura ($49)
17. Large Bottle by
Katherine Mahoney ($100)
18. Nuka Bowl by Press to Play ($47)

*please note products featured are all one off or of limited availability. Prices listed are for pictured items only.

ARTEL

19. Letter Writing Set & Bookmark
by Artisan Made ($35)
20. Door stop Sculpture
by Will Maguire ($38.50)
21. Junior Gentlemen Fountain Pen
by The Bearded Woodworker ($110)
22. Polymer Clay Cabochon with Bead Woven
Setting necklace by Helen Tolhurst ($77)
23. Kangaroo Bottle Opener
by Will Maguire ($41)
24. Mini Journal by Artisan Made ($15)
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Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi MRAGM Coach trip, 4 November 2017

Keith Pearson and Peter Sarroff, Art &
Dementia Fundraiser, 20 October 2017

Nillo Infants School perform for guests with the University of Newcastle
Conservatorium of Music String Quartet at the Art & Dementia Fundraiser,
20 October 2017

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is proudly supported by:
Maitland Regional Art Gallery
is a service of Maitland City
Council and supported by
the NSW Government
through Create NSW.
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Maitland Regional Art Gallery 2018
present ...
&

E
E
R
FART
A MONTH OF FUN
FOR EVERYONE!
25 DAYS OF

FUN TRAILS
&

ALL DAY!

EXHIBITIONS GALORE!

•Code Breakers 1.0, 2.0 & Colour
•Design Detective
•Search for the Golden Poo
•4 x Art Sunday activity sheets
•Stand & Draw: easels, pencils and
paper throughout the Gallery
•6 exhibitions

8 DAYS OF

&

FUN PARK
MRAG tutor-led activities for
children and families in the Gallery
gardens and Art Factory Workshop
spaces for 0-6 years and 6+ years
•Machine-making
•Box sculptures
•Create your own zoo for Lionel’s Place
•Draw your own portrait
•Lantern making

PLUS MORE...
•Behind the scenes
at MRAG x4
•Seedling Giveaway
•Flower-making
•Sip and sketch

•Art & Dementia
Community Day
•Rover Robotics
Workshops x2

ALL FREE
Come SEE-MAKE-DO at the
Art Gallery during January and join
our fun art-making activities!
Check details at:
mrag.org.au/whats-on/school_holiday_events/

